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Abstract. In this paper, we propose an innovative approach for registration based on the deterministic prediction of the parameters from both
images instead of the optimization of a energy criteria. The method relies
on a fully convolutional network whose architecture consists of contracting layers to detect relevant features and a symmetric expanding path
that matches them together and outputs the transformation parametrization. Whereas convolutional networks have seen a widespread expansion
and have been already applied to many medical imaging problems such
as segmentation and classification, its application to registration has so
far faced the challenge of defining ground truth data on which to train
the algorithm. Here, we present a novel training strategy to build reference deformations which relies on the registration of segmented regions
of interest. We apply this methodology to the problem of inter-patient
heart registration and show an important improvement over a state of
the art optimization based algorithm. Not only our method is more accurate but it is also faster - registration of two 3D-images taking less
than 30ms second on a GPU - and more robust to outliers.
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Introduction

Non-linear registration - the process of finding voxel correspondence between
pair of images - is a key instrument in computational anatomy and has gained
an increasing importance in the past years. Traditional methods to find the
optimal deformation field mapping two images rely on the optimization of a
matching criteria controlling the local correspondence of the voxel intensities.
These methods usually have several drawbacks: their high computational cost
(time and memory) as they often requires many iterations and evaluations of the
energy function [3] and also the possibility of the optimization to remain stuck
in a local minimum because of the non-convexity of the objective function.
New approaches to predict registration parameters based on machine learning
have been proposed. In particular, Convolutional Neural Networks have set new
standards where there is a need to predict highly non-linear function. Whereas
these methods have gained large popularity for medical image segmentation and
classification, they are still underrepresented in the context of image registration
due to the difficulty to provide a ground truth mapping between pairs of images.

While it is possible for a human to classify an image or to draw the contours
of the segmentation, the task of defining pairwise dense voxel matching is very
difficult, especially when the correspondances have to be found in 3D images.
Therefore, to train learning-based methods, we have to find alternative ways
to define ground truth. One way is to compute synthetic images deformed with
known transformations, but it is hard for these images to account for the inherent
noise and artifacts present between pairs of medical images, often leading to oversimplistic synthetic examples which would not be as challenging as real images.
In [11], the prediction is trained based on ground truth provided by a registration
algorithm previously run on pair of images. However, the problems seen in the
algorithm used for computing the ground truth will likely be learned by the
learning method if one does not add additional information.
We chose to take another approach and train on reference deformations defined from the registration of previously segmented region of interests instead
of the result of a registration algorithm on the images. Therefore, our approach
does not try to replicate a classical registration algorithm matching voxel intensities, but learn to align more global and structural information of the images.
This choice is supported by the fact that a good matching of intensities is not
always correlated with physiologically plausible deformations. In a classical optimization approach, it is difficult to avoid minimizing a matching criteria based
on the difference of voxel intensities. However, learning-based methods give us
the opportunity to learn on different type of information than intensities of the
images. For example, in the context of inter-patients cardiac registration, one is
mostly interested in getting a very accurate matching of the contours of both myocardiums rather than a good intensity matching so it seems natural to use this
information to define our references deformations. These deformations are then
used to train a fully convolutional network building our registration method.
The article is organized as follows. We first present the method to derive
ground truth deformations between pairs of images using segmented shapes.
These deformations are encoded by dense Stationary Velocity Fields (SVF)
[1]. We then present our SVF-Net architecture, a fully convolutional network
adapted to the task of registration trained on the previously computed SVFs.
Finally, we validate our method by comparing with a state of the art registration
algorithm [8] on a large database of 187 cardiac images from multiple clinical
centers. We show that, not only the accuracy is increased, but also it is more
robust and faster.
The contributions of this paper include:
• A method for computing reference transformations between pair of images,
using mesh segmentations which are registered in the space of currents.
• As the shapes can be defined or corrected manually, our method provides an
efficient way to introduce manual input in the computation of the deformations to train a learning-based registration algorithm. This is not the case
with approaches that rely on synthetic images or the result of a registration algorithm on the images. This approach comes nearer to the classical
definition of a ground truth defined manually.

• A fully convolutional neural network for 3D registration prediction. Our
architecture is able to detect global features and deformations that could
not be detected with a sliding-window approach (for ex. [11]). It also proves
to be faster at testing time as only one pass of the whole image is required.
• A more robust and faster registration method validated on a large database
of 187 segmented cardiac images.
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Methods: Learning Image Deformations

Modeling References Deformations From Shapes In this section, we detail
our methodology to derive a reference deformation mapping two shapes together.
We place ourselves in the context of shapes defined by surfaces, as this is a
traditional output of segmentation algorithms, but the method defined here is
generic and could also be applied to other types of data structures such as point
clouds, landmarks, curves and volumes.
From a database of N images In where the region of interests have been
segmented, we consider the segmentations as surfaces Sn and we register these
surfaces to a common template T (chosen as one of the segmented shape of
our dataset) giving us a deformation ϕn mapping the template to each of the
segmented shape. To do so, the framework of currents [5] provides an elegant
mathematical method in order to treat the problem as true surface matching
without the point correspondence issue. Each point pk of the template T can
then be though as a landmark which is mapped with the deformation ϕn (pk )
into each of the surface meshes Sn of our database. Then, for all pair of images
(Ii , Ij ) the pair (ϕi (pk ), ϕj (pk )) defines a point correspondence.
The point correspondence between pair of images gives us a displacement
field defined for the set of landmarks. To interpolate it to something defined on
the whole image grid an elastic body spline interpolation is used. The elastic
body spline is a 3-D spline that is based on a physical model (the Navier equations) of an elastic material [4]. This interpolation is driven by a physical model,
making it a natural choice for regions where no landmarks are found. We obtain
a displacement field ui,j defined on the whole image grid which parametrizes a
transformation that maps the landmarks (ϕi (pk ), ϕj (pk )).
One of the limitations of the parametrization with displacement fields is the
lack of constraints to ensure that the transformations computed are invertible
and smooth. In order to illustrate the generecity of the method, we propose to
change the parametrization into a diffeomorphic one. We use Stationary Velocity
Fields (SVF) [1] but the method could also be adapted to other choices of diffeomorphic parametrization such as time-varying velocity fields [2] and B-splines.
The SVFs are extracted by using an iterative log-approximation scheme with
the scaling and squaring approach [1] starting with the displacement field u. An
example of the resulting SVF can be seen in Figure 1.
SVF-Net: Fully Convolutional Neural Network Architecture Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) provide a very efficient way to learn highly

Fig. 1: Example of a reference deformation SVF (red vector field scaled at 0.3)
computed from two segmented surfaces. The moving image is shown with the
segmentation of the myocardium of the fixed (orange) and moving (blue) images.
(Left): Short-axis view. (Right): Longitudinal view.

non-linear functions. Recent methods to apply CNN to the task of registration
tackle the problem in a patch-based approach [11], which are easy and fast to
train. A side effect is that we are looking only locally at each patch and therefore
we might miss global information about the transformation. For image segmentation, fully convolutional networks [7] have been developed in order to process
the whole image in a stream, therefore having the advantage to also look at
global features, instead of looking only locally at each patch. It also has the
benefit to be faster at test time as there is only one prediction to perform for the
whole image instead of predicting each patch individually in a sliding-window
approach. An important contribution of our work is to adapt the fully convolutional architecture to the task of registration prediction by training on the dense
ground truth SVF previously computed.
Figures 2 illustrates our proposed network architecture. Similar to the standard U-Net architecture [9]. The input of the network is both images (moving
and fixed) stacked together. In our application, we study cardiac MRI short-axis
images, which are acquired with a non-isotropic resolution in the Z axis (slice
spacing ranges from 6 to 10mm whereas in-plane spacing ranges from 1.5 to
2.5mm). To account from this discrepancy, the first two layers are 2D layers,
then our features map is isotropic in all directions and we apply 3D layers for
the 3rd and 4th layers. Finally, in the last layer, a simple 2D convolution builds
the 3 layers corresponding to the SVF parametrization in the X, Y, Z axis at the
same grid as the initial input images.
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Validation on a Cardiac Image Database

We test our method on the problem of inter-patients registration on a large
dataset of segmented 3D MRI cardiac images. Our dataset consists of N = 187
short-axis acquisitions of end-diastolic cardiac images acquired in multiple clinical centers (University College London Hospitals, Ospedale Pediatrico Bambino
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Fig. 2: Fully convolutional neural networks architecture for 3D registration.

Gesú Roma and Deutsches Herzzentrum Berlin). For each of these images, the
myocardium was segmented based on a data-driven approach combining the
methods of [6, 10] and quality controlled by experts. As a preprocessing step,
and to study all the data in a common space, we first rigidly align the images
(using the information from the ground truth segmentations) and resample them
to have a consistent image size of 64 × 64 × 16 through all the dataset.
Training We divide our dataset into training (80% = 150 images) and testing
(20% = 37 images) sets. On the training set we compute the reference SVFs
for all the pair-wise registrations based on the framework we described. The
computation of the surface matching of each of the 150 segmented surface to
the template with the framework of currents took 6 hours on a single core CPU
(a cluster of CPU was used). Once the surface are mapped to the template,
the process to compute the SVF parametrization took 4 minutes for each of
the pair of images. Because our method already gives us a large database of
ground truth data, we only use small translations in the X and Y axis for data
augmentation (this also improves the robustness of the learned network over
slight rigid misalignment of both images). For the loss function, we used the
sum of squared difference beetween the predicted SVF parametrization and the
ground truth. We implement the network using Tensorflow3 and we train it on
a NVIDIA TitanX GPU with 100, 000 iterations using the ADAM solver which
took approximately 20 hours.
Evaluation We compare the results with the registration algorithm LCC LogDemons [8] for which we use a set of parameters optimized in a trial and error
approach on a subset of the training set. To evaluate the accuracy of the registration, we compute the registration of all pair of images in the test set for
a total of 372 = 1369 registrations. On average, one registration with the LCC
Log-Demons algorithm took approx. 4 minutes with a Intel Core i7-4600U CPU
2.10GHz whereas our SVF-Net algorithm took 6 seconds on the same CPU and
3
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Fig. 3: Boxplot of the similarity score between the ROIs. (Red): proposed
method, (Blue): Log-Demons with LCC metric. The ROIs we look at are: Left
Ventricle Blood Pool (LVBP), Left Ventricle Myocardium (LVM), Right Ventricle Blood Pool (RVBP) and Right Ventricle Myocardium (RVM).

less than 30 ms on a NVidia TitanX GPU, increasing the speed by ×40/ × 8000
with the CPU/GPU implementation.
We compare both methods on 4 ROIs (Figure 3) using three different similarity metrics: Dice coefficient, the Hausdorff distance, the Local Correlation
Coefficient (LCC) metric (which is the metric optimized with the Log-Demons
algorithm) and one metric measuring the smoothness of the deformations. Our
proposed approach performed better with respect to the Dice coefficient and
the Hausdorff distance in approx 75% of the cases. In particular, the difference
in accuracy is larger for the RV than for the LV. It is not surprising since the
texture for the RV is usually less consistent between different patients, therefore
a traditional registration method can have difficulty to match voxel intensities
without shape a-priori. As for the LCC metric, which measures voxel intensity
matching, although on average it is better for the LCC Log-Demons algorithm
(which optimizes this metric), there is many outliers for which our method performs better as well for these cases, probably because the optimization algorithm
gets stuck in a local minimum of the function. Finally, we compare the smoothness of the deformations. The difference of shapes seen in the images can be
important, therefore Jacobians tend to be large even for regular deformations.
We are more interested in evaluating how variable Jacobians are inside each region and we show the variance of the Log-Jacobians normalized by its value in

Moving Image

Fixed Image

Proposed Method Log-Demons LCC

Fig. 4: Two examples of the results of our registration method versus optimization approach. (Column 1-2): the moving (resp. fixed) image with the segmentation. (3rd column): our proposed registration with the deformed myocardium
segmentation of the moving image in cyan and the target segmentation in orange.
(Right column): the optimization comparison (Log-Demons LCC ).

Figure 3 (bottom right). Statistically significant differences (p-value of Welch’s
test) can only be seen for the RVM (our proposed method has lower varience)
and the LVBP (our method has higher variance). Overall, both methods output
deformations with similar regularity.
Finally, Figure 4 shows two different cases and the matching given by both
methods. First row sees a typical case where the LCC-Log Demons fails because
of the large difference of shapes seen in both images: it gets stuck in a local minimum and does not manage to retrieve the fixed image shape. On the second row,
we show one of the case where the optimization performs the best with respect
to our method. Although, one can see that, our matching is still acceptable.
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Conclusions

In this article, we propose a novel methodology to build ground truth deformation from pair of segmented images and to train a predictive algorithm with
them. Compared to other methods, our method has the benefit not to rely on
either synthetic images or on the previous computation from an optimization
method. We instead take advantage of the learning approach and chose to learn
on different type of information not related to voxel intensity correspondence
between images. A possible extension of this work would be to consider texture
information as well, for example by using this method as an initialization for a
image registration algorithm optimizing a voxel intensity criteria.
We show that our method outperforms a state-of-the-art optimization method.
We also highlighted multiple advantages of our method: (i) it is faster with a

speed-up of ×40/×8000 with the CPU/GPU implementation, (ii) it does not
require the choice of any parameter at test time making it easy to use for a
non-experienced user, (iii) it is more robust to outliers. These qualities are more
important than just raw accuracy as they represent the main problems currently
holding back registration methods to be used for large scale database.
One possible perspective is the multi-atlas mesh segmentation with a very large number of templates (here
187). In addition to the most probable segmentation, it
also gives us a quantification of the uncertainty of the
segmentation at each vertex. Enclosed is the result of one
such segmentation computed using our database colored
by the estimation of the variability.
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